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Design Optimization of Vehicle
Structures for Crashworthiness
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Approximations
A new method for crashworthiness optimization of vehicle structures is presented
an early design exploration is done by the optimization of an “equivalent” mecha
approximating a vehicle structure. An equivalent mechanism is a network of rigid
with lumped mass connected by prismatic and revolute joints with nonlinear s
approximating aggregated behaviors of structural members. A number of finite e
(FE) models of the thin-walled beams with typical cross sections and wall thicknes
analyzed to build a surrogate model that maps a property of nonlinear spring t
corresponding FE model. Using the surrogate model, an equivalent mechanism
mized for given design objectives by selecting the properties of the nonlinear s
among the values that can be realized by an FE model. After the optimizatio
component FE models corresponding to the optimal spring properties are “assem
into a FE model of an entire structure, which is further modified for final tuning.
case studies of a vehicle front substructure are presented, which demonstrate
proach can help obtain a better design with far less computational resources th
direct optimization of a FE model.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1862680g
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1 Introduction
Passenger vehicle crashworthiness is one of the essenti

hicle attributes. According to the National Highway Traffic Sa
Administration sNHTSAd, there were over six million vehic
crashes in the United States in the year 2000, which claime
lives of more than 40,000 people. As part of their responsib
for safety, to meet standard tests and to gain better custom
tractiveness, automotive designers strive to improve the cras
thiness of the vehicle structures.

While protection against excessive deformation generally
vors a stiff structure, excessive stiffness also reduces crashw
ness due to the increased risk of occupant injury during se
impacts. As such, a crashworthy structure should be stiff in s
portions to prevent intrusions into sensitive areas such as th
senger cabin and fuel system, but soft in other portions to ab
the impact energy before reaching to the stiff regions. Optim
tion of structural crashworthiness is a challenging task due t
highly nonlinear relationship between the allocations of stiffn
in substructures and the overall crush behavior of a structure
exploration of the design space during optimization is practic
hindered by the heavy computational resources required for
linear dynamic finite element analyses and the associated nu
cal noises.

This paper presents a new method for crashworthiness op
zation of vehicle structures, where an early design explorati
done by the optimization of an “equivalent” mechanism appr
mating a vehicle structure. An equivalent mechanism is a net
of rigid beams joined by prismatic and revolute joints with spe
nonlinear springs. These springs are designed to mimic the f
displacement characteristics of thin-walled beams often foun
the vehicle body structures, subject to axial crash and transv
bending. Dissimilar to the conventional lumped parameter
surrogate models, the EM model is capable of capturing th
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ometry of crash modes during structural collapse, providin
essential clue to the designer during conceptual design pha

A number of finite elementsFEd models of the thin-walle
beams with typical cross sections and wall thicknesses are
lyzed to build a surrogate model that maps a property of nonl
spring to the corresponding FE model. Using the surrogate m
an equivalent mechanism is optimized for given design objec
by selecting the properties of the nonlinear springs among
values that can be realized by an FE model. After the optim
tion, the component FE models corresponding to the op
spring properties are “assembled” into a FE model of an e
structure, which is further modified for final tuning. Two c
studies of a vehicle front substructure are presented, which
onstrate the approach can help obtain a better design with fa
computational resources than the direct optimization of a
model.

The following sections provides a review of relevant literat
the description of each step in the proposed EM-based app
including the details of the EM models, and two case studie
vehicle frontal rail substructures. The paper then concludes
the discussion and future work.

2 Related Work
The main difficulties in automated design for crashworthi

are the computational resources required for finite element
simulations and the associated numerical noises. Therefor
dominant approach is to use a surrogate model within the op
zation loop, which helps to smooth out the numerical noise
reduce the number of expensive crash simulations.

Among many variants of surrogate models, the most po
seems to be the response surface methodsRSMd f1–5g. The RMS
builds an algebraic function capturing the input-output rela
ship of a complex functionse.g., finite element crash simulatiod
based on a finiteshopefully smalld number of sample pairs of
input and an output. While the RMS and other surrogate mo
have been successfully applied to parametric optimizatione

crashworthinessf6–8g, the ranges of design variables are often
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fairly limited in order to build an accurate model with a sm
number of samples, each of which takes a crash simulation.

For this reason, the success of the surrogate model is se
limited when full vehicles are considered. Mase et al.f9g consid-
ered a full vehicle optimization under a low speed tests5 mphd,
where the structural parts unlikely to deform during crash w
removed to reduce the size of the finite element model. Wit
such model reduction, Yang et al.f10g reported the use of 51
processors running in parallel for 72 h to perform only two lo
optimization iterations. In addition to this scaling problem, su
gate models can be an over-abstraction in crashworthiness d
which often requires the designer to check the crash modsa
sequence of crushing eventsd during the optimization cycle.

As a more physically oriented approximation, coarse m
lumped parameter, and lattice modelsf11–15g have been used
crashworthiness optimization. While these models can be co
tationally inexpensive and also bear some physical roots in u
lying crash phenomena, a difficulty arises after the optim
model is obtained: designing a detailed FE model that realize
behavior of the optimized model is an optimization problem
itself, involving expensive crash simulations.

Some attempts have been made in the application of co
tional structural topology optimization methods to crashwo
ness designf16–22g, while other approaches extend these m
ods to utilize lumped parameter models and/or reduced
lattice modelsf11,12g. However, the application has been limi
to very simple structures due to a large number of design vari
involved in topology optimization. Furthermore, topology opti
zation in vehicle structure generally provides a concept, not a
design.

In summary, the current difficulties in crashworthiness opt
zation are the following.

• Crash simulations with FE models are computationally
expensive and noisy.

• Building accurate surrogate models covering a large de
space requires many samples of crash simulation re
and is also computationally very expensive.

• To build an approximated modelssurrogate or othersd, a FE
model must be constructed first.

• Approximate models are too abstract to simulatecrash
modessCMd, a sequence of axial crushing, twisting, a
transversal bending during a crash event, essential t
physical understanding of the designs.

• Realization of a reduced modelscoarse mesh, lumped p
rameter, etc.d as a detailed FE model is not easy.

The approach presented in this paper attempts to over
these difficulties with an equivalent mechanismsEMd model—a
physically oriented abstraction of structures thats1d is inexpensive
to simulate,s2d can be constructed without a FE model,s3d is
capable of simulating crash modes, ands4d can easily be realize
to a FE model. Figure 1 shows the comparison of a FE mod
lumped parameter model, and an EM model of a vehicle
substructure. In lumped modelssFig. 1sbdd, entire zones of th
structure are lumped into equivalent springs and only the
massesse.g., for the engine and the passenger compartmend are
considered. In EM modelssFig. 1scdd, each main structural mem
ber is represented by a set of rigid masses connected by pris
and revolute joints. These joints have special nonlinear sp
that are tuned to mimic the collapse behavior of the struc
members. By performing most optimizations on the EM mo
rather than the FE model, quick design insight and conside
savings on computational time can be achieved.

3 Crashworthiness Optimization with Equivalent
Mechanism Models

3.1 Overview. The proposed method utilizes a databas

preanalyzedFE models of the thin-walled beams with typical
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cross sections and wall thicknesses. The database is implem
as a surrogate model that maps the cross-sectional dimensio
wall thicknesses of these preanalyzed FE component mod
the corresponding property of the nonlinear spring of the join
an EM. Given such a database, the method consists of the fo
ing two steps:

s1d Optimization of EM model with FE component datab
fFig. 2sad] by selecting the properties of the nonlin
springs among the values found in the FE component
base. After the optimization, the component FE models
responding to the optimal spring properties are
sembled” into a FE model of an entire structure.

s2d Tuning of assembled FE modelsFig. 2sbdd by manually
altering its geometry to match itscrush modesCMd—a se
quence of axial crushing, twisting, and transversal ben
during a crash event—with the one of the optimal EM

Note that the FE component database, constructed of
prior to step 1, is reusable to solve different problems.
2 is an emulation of a process commonly known as “c

Fig. 1 „a… finite element, „b… lumped parameter, and „c… equiva-
lent mechanism models of a vehicle substructure

Fig. 2 Crashworthiness optimization with equivalent mecha-
nism „EM… models: „a… optimization of EM model with FE com-
ponent database and „b… tuning of the obtained FE model by

matching crush mode „CM… with the optimal EM

Transactions of the ASME
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mode matching” among experienced vehicle design
where the crash performance of a structure is improve
manually modifying the design until its CM matches
one the designers deem as optimalsin this case the CM o
the optimal EMd. While empirical, the following case stu
ies indicated that the process converges to higher qu
designs with significantly fewer number of FE simulati
than a numerical optimization of the FE model. The follo
ing subsections describe more details of the EM mode
the crush mode matching.

3.2 Equivalent Mechanism Models.The idea in the equiva
lent mechanismsEMd approximations is that the main structu
members of the vehicle frame, which are typically modeled u
plate or shell elements in finite elementsFEd models, can be ap
proximated as sets of rigid masses connected by prismati
revolute joints that have special nonlinear springssFig. 1d. The
deformation resistance behavior of the springs is chosen to
ture the behavior of the structural members. The EM model
then solved using a conventional dynamic simulation algori
thereby providing an efficient estimation of the vehicle struc
behavior.

To characterize the nonlinear springs, a study of the defo
tion resistance forces and moments of thin-walled structural m
bers is conductedf23g. The study involved many nonlinear F
simulations of axial crushing, bending, and twisting of thin-wa
box and hat sections using the LS-DYNA softwaref24g. Typical
deformation resistance curves for box and hat sections are
vided in Fig. 3. It is observed that the overall deformation re
tance behavior of thin-walled structural members is similar in
tern and is characterized by the following

• Deformation resistance rises quickly while still in the ela
stagessmall deformationd.

• Deformation resistance reaches a peaksusually near the on
set of plate bucklingd and then collapses.

• Deformation resistance approaches a steady value as

Fig. 3 Typical deformation resistance curves for „a… box sec-
tion and „b… hat section
mation keeps progressing.
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These characteristics that are observed in nonlinea
simulations are also in agreement with reported experi
tal observationsf6,25g as long as the considered memb
are short enough so that no multiple folds of the sheet m
are formed, which would then result in a secondary p
force.

Based on these observations, the nonlinear spring equat
made up of four regionssFig. 4d, blended together using a sigm
function f26g. The total spring forcesor momentd Fk is expresse
as

Fk = sig1F1 + sig2F2 + sig3F3 + sig4F4 s1d

whereF1, F2, F3, andF4 are the force values, andsig1, sig2, sig3,
andsig4 are the sigmoid functions for zones 1, 2, 3, and 4, res
tively. The sigmoid function has a value equal to 1.0 within
zone, which decreases to 0.5 at the transition point to anothe
and goes quickly to zero outside the zone. A sigmoid func
provides a smooth differentiable transition between any con
ous curves it is used to blendf26g.

Zone 1 represents the linear elastic behavior observed for
deformations. Zone 2 represents a quadratic approximation
peak deformation resistance, and zone 3 represents an expo
collapse in the deformation resistance that approaches a
state value. Zone 4 represents the high stiffness after crushi
full deformable length. The behavior during unloading is assu
to go parallel to the elastic zone starting from the maximum
formation that had occurredsFig. 4d. This manner of unloadin
mimics the energy loss due to plastic deformation and rem
the need for explicit dampers to be added in the EM model.
equations of the forces in zones 1–4 are given as

F1 =
Fe

de
d s2d

F2 = Fp −
sFp − Fed
sdp − ded2sdp − dd2 s3d

F3 = Fs + sFp − Fsdef−4/sds−dpdgsd−dpd s4d

F4 = Fs +
Fe

de
sd − Lcd s5d

where

d 5 the instantaneous amount of deformation, reference
the un-deformed length of the spring

Fe 5 the maximum elastic forcesor momentd
de 5 the maximum elastic deformation occurring at the tra

tion from zones 1 to 2

Fig. 4 EM nonlinear spring behavior and main curve
parameters
Fp 5 the peak deformation resistance force

MAY 2005, Vol. 127 / 487
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dp 5 the deformation at which the peak deformation resist
occurs at the transition from zones 2 to 3

Fs 5 the steady state resistance force after collapse
ds 5 the deformation at which the resistance falls within 2%

the steady state value
Lc 5 the maximum deformable lengthsor angled occurring a

the transition from zones 3 to 4

The maximum deformable lengthLc is estimated from th
length, geometry, and connectivity of the represented struc
member. The estimation of the other tuning parameterssFe, de, Fp,
dp, Fs, anddsd is done by referring to the databases ofpreanalyzed
FE models of the short, thin-walled beams with different size
box and hat sections and wall thicknesses. Different sets o
tuning parameters are identified for different directions of de
mation of the nonlinear spring, in order to better represen
difference in behavior between tension and compression as w
bending in unsymmetric sections.

The database is implemented as a surrogate modelsradial basis
neural networkf26gd, whose inputs are the cross-sectional dim
sions and wall thicknesses, and outputs are the correspondin
ues of nonlinear spring parametersFe, de, Fp, dp, Fs, andds f23g.
It is thus possible to quickly estimate the values of the nonli
spring parameters once the physical dimensions of the stru
member are known. While building the FE component data
takes upfront computational efforts, it is easy to automate
building process and also the resulting database is reusab
easily updatable with additional data.

3.3 Validation of Equivalent Mechanism Models. In this
subsection, the performances of FE models of the vehicle
rail with a uniform box sectionsFig. 5d are compared to the co
responding EM modelssFig. 6d. For each FE model with a diffe
ent geometry in Table 1, an EM model is constructed with
prismatic joints PJ1–PJ5, six revolute joints RJ1–RJ6,
lumped massesM1 and M2, at the locations corresponding to

Fig. 5 Finite element model of a vehicle mid rail
Fig. 6 EM model of the main rail
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engine and a passenger cabin as shown in Fig. 5.
Table 2 shows the values of peak force/moment and s

force/moment of each joint obtained from the FE componen
tabase. In the FE analyses, mild steelsYoung’s modules 207 GP
Poisson’s ratio 0.3, density 7800 kg/m3, yield stress 240 MPad is
assumed as being linearly elastic up until yield and perfectly
tic thereafter. Since an EM model tends to behave as stiffer
the corresponding FE model in bending due to its incapabili
bend at the locations other than the revolute joints, using tors
spring values 10% to 20% smaller than the values in the dat
seems to give better performance matches.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the deformations of th
and EM models, and Figs. 8 and 9 show the comparison plo
the engine and passenger cabin motion in the horizontalsxd direc-
tion. By simply using the nonlinear spring parameters obta
from the preanalyzed FE component database, the EM mode
simulate a remarkably similar overall behavior at a low comp
tional cost. Computational cost is lower because dynamic sim
tion of a mechanism with a few members is computationally
less expensive than a FE model with several thousand eleme
should also be emphasized that the EM model can accu
simulate overall deformation sequencescrush modesd as well as
the horizontal displacements, providing a critical feedback to
designer at the early design stages.

Table 1 Parameter values of three test main rails

Test 1 Test 2 Test

M1 fkgg 58.0 58.0 60.
M2 fkgg 130.0 130.0 130.

vo fm/sg 15.0 15.0 15.
f fradg 0.451 0.451 0.45
h fmmg 50.0 50.0 50.
b fmmg 50.0 50.0 80.
t1 fmmg 1.0 1.0 1.6
t2 fmmg 1.0 1.0 1.6
t3 fmmg 1.0 2.0 1.6
t4 fmmg 1.0 2.0 1.6
t5 fmmg 1.0 2.0 1.6
t6 fmmg 1.0 2.0 1.6

Table 2 Nonlinear spring parameters of EM models. PJ and RJ
stand for prismatic and revolute joints, respectively

Test 1 Test 2 Test

PJ1 peakfkNg 50.0 50.0 105.
PJ1 steadyfkNg 10.0 10.0 14.
PJ2 peakfkNg 50.0 50.0 105.
PJ2 steadyfkNg 10.0 10.0 14.
PJ3 peakfkNg 50.0 50.0 105.
PJ3 steadyfkNg 10.0 10.0 14.
PJ4 peakfkNg 50.0 100.0 105.
PJ4 steadyfkNg 10.0 15.0 14.
PJ5 peakfkNg 50.0 100.0 105.
PJ5 steadyfkNgfkNg 10.0 15.0 14.
RJ1 peakfNmg 800.0 800.0 1500.
RJ1 steadyfNmg 500.0 500.0 1100.
RJ2 peakfNmg 800.0 800.0 1500.
RJ2 steadyfNmg 500.0 500.0 1100.
RJ3 peakfNmg 800.0 800.0 1500.
RJ3 steadyfNmg 500.0 500.0 1100.
RJ4 peakfNmg 800.0 800.0 1500.
RJ4 steadyfNmg 500.0 500.0 1100.
RJ5 peakfNmg 800.0 1000.0 1500
RJ5 steadyfNmg 500.0 650.0 1100.
RJ6 peakfNmg 800.0 1000.0 1500
RJ6 steadyfNmg 500.0 650.0 1100.
Transactions of the ASME
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3.4 Optimization of the EM Model. Based on a desired t
pology and deformation of the structure, the human designer
structs an initial EM model as a linkage mechanism with prism
and revolute joints. This EM model is then optimized for gi
design objectives and constraints, by selecting the properti
the nonlinear springs among the values found in the FE co

Fig. 7 Deformed shapes by FE models „left … and equivalent
mechanism models „right … for „a… test 1, „b… test 2, and „c… test
3

Fig. 8 Horizontal „x… location of engine „mass M 1… by FE and

EM models for „a… test 1, „b… test 2, and „c… test 3

Journal of Mechanical Design
n-
ic

of
o-

nent database. A typical design objective is the minimizatio
weight, subject to constraints on displacement and acceler
The optimization of an EM model proceeds as follows

s1d Guessvalues of cross-sectional dimensions and wall th
nesses for each segment of the EM model.

s2d Retrievethe corresponding values of nonlinear spring
rameters from the FE component database.

s3d Evaluatethe crush performance of the EM model with
obtained nonlinear spring parameters using a dyn
simulation. If the performance is satisfactory, termin
Otherwise go to 1.

After the termination, the component FE models co
sponding to the optimal spring properties are “assemb
into a FE model of an entire structure, which is subjec
further tuning as described in the next subsection. S
simulation with an EM model is mush less computation
expensive than with the corresponding FE model, a
signer can examine far more design alternatives. W
many numerical optimization algorithms could be ado
for the above optimization steps, the following case s
utilized a genetic algorithmsGAd f27,28g for an efficien
exploration of a wide range of design alternatives. Sinc
primal purpose of this step is the identification of a g
crush mode and a starting FE model for the final tuning
GA optimization is run for a relatively short time.

3.5 Tuning of the Assembled FE Model.The assembled F
model is manually tuned by directly altering its geometry to m

Fig. 9 Horizontal „x… location of passenger cabin „mass M 2… by
FE and EM models for „a… test 1, „b… test 2, and „c… test 3
its crush modesCMd—a sequence of axial crushing, twisting, and

MAY 2005, Vol. 127 / 489
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transversal bending during a crash event—with the one o
optimal EM. This is an emulation of a process commonly ca
“mode matching” by experienced vehicle designers, where
crash performance of a structure is improved by manually m
fying the design until its CM matches the one the designers d
as optimalsin this case the CM of the optimal EMd.

Consider, for an instance, the mid-rail of a vehicle subjec
frontal crash shown in Fig. 10, where crush modes of two di
ent designs are illustrated as sequences of figures. In des
zone 1 fully collapses firstsduring the first 40 msd, then zone 3
partially deforms all while zone 2 does not deform much. In
sign B, zone 1 only partially collapses, followed by a sever b
ing in zones 2 and 3. These two designs have totally diffe
energy absorption characteristics, as indicated by the differ
in their crush modes. Further, one can guess design A is b
i.e., absorbs more energy with less intrusion at zone 3, than d
B due to the occurrence of an axial crushingswhich tends to
absorb more energy than twisting or transversal bendingd imme-
diately after the impact. To match the crash mode of design
the one of design A, an experienced designer would reduc
stiffness of zone 1 so it would crush easily, and then increas
stiffness of zones 2 and 3 so they would not bend as much.

While such a manual tuning of the design via crush m
matching is empirical and can be potentially computationally
pensive, the following case studies indicated that the process
verges to higher quality designs withsignificantly fewer numbe
of FE simulationss20–30 foldsd than a numerical optimization
the FE model. A detailed study of the crush mode matching u
EM models is found inf29g.

4 Case Studies

4.1 Case Study 1: Vehicle Mid-Rail Subjected to Fronta
Crash. The first case study is the optimization of a vehicle m
rail subject to frontal crash, used for the validation of EM mo
sFig. 5d. The design objective is to minimize weight, subject to
constraints on the displacement at the engine compartment a
passenger cabin. There are nines9d continuous design variable

•

Fig. 10 Vehicle midrail subject to frontal crash: „a… schematic
layout, „b… design A exhibiting one crash mode, and „c… design
B exhibiting a different crash mode
h fmmg5box section height, rangef40.0, 150.0g
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• b fmmg5box section width, rangef40.0, 150.0g
• ti fmmg; i =1, . . . ,65wall thickness in zones 1–6, ran

f0.6, 4.6g
• p fdegg5angle of the main rail, rangef25.0, 35.0g

The objective function is given as

f = r
sb + hd

2 o
i=1

6

til i s6d

wherer is the material density andl i is the length of theith
zone.

The rail is crashed against a rigid barrier at an initial velocit
15.0 m/s, and the subsequent crash event is simulated for 10
The constraints are

g1 = d12 − 0.95ø 0 s7d

g2 = d36 − 0.1ø 0 s8d

whered12 andd36 are the total deformations in zones 1 and 2
in zones 3–6, respectively, along thex direction at the end of th
simulation. Table 3 shows the comparison of the optimizatio
sults as follows:

• first column: FE model optimized with sequential quadra
programmingsSQPd, starting from a feasible but over
strongsi.e., heavyd design.

• second column:EM model optimized with GA.
• third column: FE model assembled from the optimal E

model in the second column.
• fourth column: FE model optimized with SQP, starti

from the assembled FE model in the third column.
• fifth column: FE model after crush mode matching, star

from the assembled FE model in the third column.

It can be seen that the FE model as assembled from
optimal EM model is ultra-light, but infeasible. While bo
SQP and crush mode matching starting from this de
found the feasible designs, the design by crush mode m
ing is approximately 5% lighter than the one by SQP, wi
significantly smaller number of FE simulationssapproxi-
mately 200 versus 6d.

4.2 Case Study 2: Vehicle Mid- and Lower Rails Subjecte
to Frontal Crash. The second case study is the optimization
the mid- and lower rails of a vehicle subject to frontal crushsFig.
11d. The design objective and constraints are identical to
study 1 sminimize weight without excessive deformationd, as
given in Eqs.s6d–s8d. There are elevens11d continuous desig

Table 3 Results of case study 1

SQP
only

Optimal
EM

Assembled
FE

After
SQP

After CM
matching

h 134.38 110.93 110.93 134.38 120.0
b 97.95 51.89 51.89 97.95 40.00
t1 1.96 2.00 2.00 2.12 2.60
t2 1.22 1.60 1.60 2.07 1.10
t3 3.12 4.04 4.04 2.34 3.40
t4 2.37 4.60 4.60 2.07 3.40
t5 3.17 2.93 2.93 2.31 4.20
t6 2.37 2.17 2.17 2.07 3.80
f 30.4 28.1 28.1 28.1 28.1
f 14.45 14.36 12.75 13.71 13.13

g1 −289.1 −144.1 −213.8 −301.3 −147.
g2 −5.7 −10.9 +115.4 −1.9 −13.5

No. of
FE runs ,200 ... 1 ,200 6
variables:
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• h1 fmmg5box section height in zones 1–4, rangef40.0
150.0g

• b1 fmmg5box section width in zones 1–4, rangef40.0,
150.0g

• h2 fmmg5box section height in zones 5 and 6, rangef40.0,
150.0g

• b2 fmmg5box section width in zones 5 and 6, rangef40.0,
150.0g

• ti ; i =1, . . . ,75wall thickness in zones 1–7, rangef0.6, 4.6g

Table 4 shows the comparison of the optimization res
Each column indicates the results in the same manner
Table 3. Similar to case study 1, the FE model as assem
from the optimal EM model is ultra-light, but infeasib
Again, both SQP and crush mode matching starting f
this design found the feasible designs, but the desig
crush mode matching is approximately 18% lighter than
one by SQP, with a significantly smaller number of
simulationssapproximately 150 versus 6d.

5 Discussion and Future Work
Figure 12 summarizes of the results of the two case studie

both case studies, the EM optimization followed by crush m
matching yielded better designs with noticeably smaller num
of FE runs than the direct optimization of FE models and the
optimization followed by the optimization of the assembled
models. The additional computational costs for building the

Fig. 11 Finite element model of a vehicle mid and lower rails

Table 4 Results of case study 2

SQP
only

Optimal
EM

Assembled
FE

After
SQP

After CM
matching

h1
116.12 50.00 50.00 120.94 70.

b1
71.28 110.70 110.70 104.69 90.

h2
91.29 50.00 50.00 84.38 90.

b1
95.51 43.70 43.70 86.88 60.

t1 4.35 1.78 1.78 3.03 2.2
t2 1.69 0.60 0.60 0.93 1.4
t3 4.53 1.01 1.01 1.74 1.1
t4 3.67 1.73 1.73 3.90 3.6
t5 4.48 4.60 4.60 1.89 3.6
t6 4.50 4.60 4.60 4.04 4.2
t7 4.60 1.20 1.20 3.52 1.4
f 35.66 17.65 15.36 27.88 22.
g1 −2.64 −44.70 −94.10 −31.89 −11.
g2 −0.23 −4.50 +360.80 2.59 −2.40
No. of

FE runs
,150 ... 1 ,150 6
Journal of Mechanical Design
s.
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e
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E

component database can be well justified by this savings, co
ering that the database becomes a reusable resource onc
built.

While a manual tuning of the FE model via crush mode ma
ing is rather empirical and can be potentially divergent, the re
clearly indicated otherwise. We conjectured this was due to
fact that s1d a crush mode of the optimal EM is also a hig
effective, if not optimal, energy absorption strategy for the
model, ands2d the assembled FE model is already quite clos
the design that exhibits the crush mode of the optimal EM.
previous work on a detailed numerical study of the crush m
matching using EM modelsf29g seems to confirm this conjectu
Further study is currently underway to better understand th
sue. Also, the automation of the crush mode matching an
extension to three-dimensional structures will be addressed
near future.
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